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Bell-Ringer Sheet F (Week of Sept. 17, 2018)
English with Mr. Thompson

 Please complete or re-do incomplete activities.

Mon., Sept. 17, 2018 - Daily Oral Language (D.O.L.)
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.
1. Dr. walker always dressed in a tall hat long coat and men’s trousers after the war. (3 corrections)

2. She didn’t conforme to her generations view about women, people thought women should be only wifes and
mothers. (4 corrections)

Tues., Sept. 18, 2018 - Sentence Stalking
Directions: Identify the subject and verb and other parts of speech of the mentor sentence. Then create your own sentence in the same style.

Mentor Sentence: “I folded my arms across my chest and waited for the onslaught.”
p. 163 - If You’re Reading This by Trent Reedy
My Sentence:

Wed., Sept. 19, 2018 - Noun, Verb, & Adjective Review
Directions: Label every noun, verb, and adjective in the following sentences by writing an N, V, or Adj above the appropriate words.
1. Jules Verne studied law in Paris, but he preferred a career in literature.

2. Mary thought about the stories all night and had a strange nightmare.

F
Thurs., Sept. 20, 2018 - PAT Practice
Directions: Use the PAT method to analyze each writing prompt. View the “PAT Practice” sheet for reference if necessary.
Writing Situation:
In recent decades, some school districts have implemented an alternative
calendar often referred to as “Year Round Education” (YRE). This
calendar requires students to attend school the same number of days as the
“traditional” calendar, and breaks are more frequent and last longer,
however summer break is much shorter.
Writing Directions:
Write an argumentative essay to appear on the Hopkins Co. Public Schools
website explaining your position on YRE. Include a claim that is supported
by three reasons, facts, and evidence.

Purpose __________________________
_________________________________
Audience _________________________
_________________________________
Task ____________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

Fri., Sept. 21, 2018 - Paragraph Editing
Directions: Edit the paragraph below using proofreader’s marks. Specifically, look to make capitalization and punctuation corrections.
Chicle-based gum was first manufactured as a result of a failed experiment antonio lopez de santa anna the
mexican general whose army defeated the texans at the alamo in 1836. Brought chicle to new york in 1860. He
hoped to sell it as a type of rubber a man named thomas adams tryed to make this “rubber” harden but he failed.
Discovering instead that the rubber could be chewed Adams adds flavorings. he began to made gum with a chicle
base (24 corrections)

